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Day 5 China Tour 
Day 5 of our SmarTours itinerary was shown as a “free day”.  However; we were given the opportunity to 

pay $60.pp and take a trip to Beijing’s Hutongs and enjoy lunch with a Chinese family.   

It is said there are more hutongs in Beijing than there are hairs on a cow!  However; given the number of 

high rise apartments we saw, the hutongs are being rapidly combed away!!  (Get it? Hairs on a cow being 

combed away?? lol)  As we now know, hutongs are primarily lanes where people live, but they also bustle 

with markets and commerce.  They are said to be charmingly complicated: a tangle of minute passages 

compressed into a tight area with sub-hutongs adding to the confusion.  Hutongs traditionally have court 

yards and indeed ours did!  Remember the trees in the square in front of the house?   Pommagram (sp?)  

to the right.    

To see our Hutong each of us travelled by Rickshaw for a 

distance of approximately 1.5 km.  The Chinese 

gentleman who pulled our rickshaw did so with his 

bicycle.                                                                                   

I did have my movie camera, my 

Blackberry with me, and I did take movies 

along the ride.  I have to admit I have not 

mastered that device so for now, we will 

work with what I know best, still pix!!     

We all went into the Chinese Home to 

hear a presentation on some of the history 

and found it most interesting.  Here is a 

pic of some of our group.  

Quite a handsome group I 

must say!  The guide 

translated for the Chinese 

speaker.   

See page 2 for more pix of us 

enjoying our lunch and a 

general shot of our departure.     
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Now folks, I am relying solely on the pix in my camera to determine what we did next??  And even that is 

not easy as I left the camera on Eastern Time!!  My very next pix are of us in the Reflexology “lab”.  

(Reflexology > an alternative medicine involving the physical act of applying pressure to the feet, hands or 

ears.)  Here are a couple of shots of this activity.  

 

The two gals on the right worked on our feet!!  

After our feet had soaked in the solution in the 

baskets, a number gentlemen in White Coats 

came in and after a number of questions to those indicating an interest, prescribed a treatment in the form 

of capsules which could be purchased on site.  In fact, several people did just that.    

I am now at a loss??  What did we do upon leaving the Reflexology Lab?   The Itinerary indicates we go to 

the Temple of Heaven?  Did We?  One clue might be >> we had to buy our own dinner; anyone remember 

where?  Chen: Jump into this discussion and let me know where we go for the rest of the Day!!   

Stan McCormack.  2012 09 21.  

   


